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I ghow that contrary to & popular misconception the optical reference
geometry, introduced a few years ago (1] M a formally possible metric
of 3-space corresponding to a static spacetime, is quite satisfactory also
from the physical point of view. The optical reference geometry has a
clear physical meaning, as it may be constructed experimentally by mea-
suring light round travel time between static observers. Distances and
directions in the optical reference geometry are more-strongly connected
to experiment than distances and directions in the widely used directly
projected metric (discussed e.g. in Landau »nd Lifshitz textbook [2]). In
addition, the optical reference geometry is more natural and convenient
than the directly projected one in application to dynamics. In the op-
tical geometry dynamical behaviour of matter is described by concepts
and formulae identical to those well known in Newtonian dynamics on a
given two dimensional (curved) surface.
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1. .INTRODUCTION

Opti«l reference geometry proposed recently by myself, Brandon Carter and Jean-Pierre
Lasota [1] describes three dimensional space corresponding to a static spacetime in terms
of a fixed reference 3-geometry that differs from the usually considered (e.g. in the Landau
and Lifshite textbook [2|) directly projected 3-geometry by a certain conforms! repealing.

Both the directly projected geometry, ll)?,>, and the optical geometry, (>'<7i* of the 3-
•pace are eovariantly defined by a geometrical construction involving the timelike, vorticity-
free, Killing vector field t]i which exists in any static spacetime gap due to time symmetry:

(1.1a)

i r
~(w)[9ik~

= 0,1,2,3 1,2,3.

(1.16)

(1.1c)

In this paper I adopted signature convention (+ — ) and units in which c = 1 = G,
but when only geometry of 3-space is discussed I assume a positive define metric, with
signature (+ + +).

The optical reference geometry was recently used by several authors as a very powerful
tool in discussing dynamical behaviour of rotating matter in strong gravitational fields (3
— 11]. In particular, it was demonstrated [1, 3, 4, 5) that the optical reference geometry
is the most natural context to define in general relativity such very useful Newtonian
concepts as gravitational, centrifugal and Coriolis forces. This brought some surprises:
it was found that the centrifugal force may attract to the axis of rotation [3] and that
this is quite important for astrophysical applications [4]. A similar conformaly adjusted
geometry was proved recently to be very useful in the string theory [12, 13]. Because of
these obvious advantage*, the optical reference geometry is now being used by a rapidly
increasing number of authors. On the other hand it seems that there is an opinion that
the conform*) reseating between the directly projected metric and the optical reference
geometry makes th« optical geometry "unphysical" in the sense that the optical reference
geometry cannot be established by direct physical measurements.

1 show here explicitly that, contrary to this opinion, the optical reference geometry
can be established by a natural and simple experimental procedure based on measuring
the light round travel time between points in space. In addition, I show that in the optical
reference geometry experimental method for determining distances and directions works for
any set of points, even the distant ones. It is exactly accurate, independently on distances
between points. For all other formally possible metrics of 3-space corresponding to a static
•pacetime, including the widely used directly projected metric of Landau and Lifshitz,
experimental determination of distances and directions is only possible for points which
are infinitetimally close. It is only firtt order accurate with respect to the distance.

2. STATIC SPACETIMES PROM AN EXPERIMENTAL POINT OP VIEW

Consider a family of observers. Each observer is equipped with a test rocket engine, a clock,
a radar which uses a standard frequency Co, and three theodolites with a gyroscopicaJly
guided, mutually orthogonal axis. Using his radar each observer constantly measures light
round travel time to all the other observers. He also constantly measures (using theodolites)

the locations of all the other observers in his celestial sphere and he constantly monitors
the strength and direction of the thrust of his rocket engine. Suppose, that by changing
the direction and strength of thrust of their rockets the observers can achieve a situation in
which all their measurements (light round travel time, directions, thrust, thrust direction)
do not depend anymore on time measured by their clocks. This statement is obviously
experimentally verifiable. If such a situation is possible, then the spacetime is ttatic, and
the observers themselves ere ttatic obitrvtrt. The static observer* have their four velocities
formally given by

with fjj being a timelike, vortidty-free (i.e. also hypersurface orthogonal), Killing vector.
Thus, the question of existence of a timelike, hypersurface orthogonal, Killing vector in
spacetime can be experimentally verified.

Note that in the above experiment it was not assumed that the docks are synchronized
in any way. The dock of any observer shows this observer's proper time, i.e. it ticks at
the moments T(n) = T^ + ndr, where r(0) is an arbitrary constant and can be changed
by setting the clock's hand to a different position, and dr is connected to the dock's
internal speed which can be tuned. I show now how the docks of static observers can be
synchronized (by setting clocks' hands and tuning clocks' internal speeds) in such a way
that they show the global time.

Let us chose the dock of a particular static observer A as the matter clock. It ticks
in uniton with the radar of A, i.e. dt(A) = \/v<,(A). AD other static observers are tuning
internal speeds of their docks so they tick in uniton with the obttrved frequency of the
radar of A, dt = l/i/.. When the internal speed of the dock of a static observer B is
tuned to agree (in the above sense) with the master clock of the static observer A, then
the observer A may check, utina the tame procedure, that the internal speed of his clock
already agrees (in the same sense) with the speed of the dock of the observer B. The
procedure of tuning the internal speeds of docks is therefore self-consistent.

Bach observer (B, for example) uses bis already tuned dock to measures the light
travel time HB)BAB between himself and A. When B oitervet that the master dock A
shows a moment t(A)0, he sets his dock to show the moment t(B) - t(A)t + t(B)BAB/2-
In static spacetimes t(B)BAB ~ t(A)ABA. Thus, the procedure of synchronization is self-
consistent: when the dock of B is synchronized with the dock of A then also the dock of
A is synchronized with the dock of B.

The global time coordinate t experimentally defined this way obeys

(2.2)

Note, that n1 = 1, while iy' = 0 = if;. The hypersurface ( = const is orthogonal to the
observers world lines (2.1) and therefore also to the trajectories of the experimentally found
Killing vectors. It defines three dimensional tpaee. In some static spacetimes there may be
more than one Killing vector field and therefore more than one family of static observers
(e.g. all inertia! and Rindler's [14] observers in the Minkowski spacetime). Each family of



static observers defines a different three dimensional space. The problem addressed in this
paper does not concern uniqueness of the definition of space, but physical meaning and
uniqueness of the geometry of space once the space is already (experimentally) defined by
a particular family of static observers.

3. OPTICAL AND DIRECTLY PROJECTED GEOMETRY OF 3-SPACE

3.1 Optical reference geometry of 3-space

I propose to experimentally define the distance IBA between two static observers B and A
in the optical reference geometry as half of the round travel time tsAB measured by B in
terms of the global time t introduced experimentally in the previous Section:

IBA = \t{B)BAB. (3.1)

As we already said, in the static spacetitnes t(B)sAB — *(-4)ABA. This proves that def-
inition (3.1) is self-consistent in the sense that according to it the distance from B to A
always equals to the distance from A to B,

IBA-I AB, (3.2)

for any pair of observers A and B, however distant. I will denote i(AB) = '(-B)BAB/2 =
t(A)ABA/2 with round brackets indicating that a corresponding expression does not depend
on the order of the letters A,B.

From 0 = d»^AB) = 3<M0d*fAB)dz^ABi it follows, with the time coordinate experimen-
tally defined by (2.2), that for infinitesimally dose observers A and B it is,

0 - (3.3)

The experimentally measured distance dijiB - &AB defines the metric of the optical
reference 3-geometry. In general coordinates it agrees with (1.1b). When the global time
coordinate is given (experimentally) by (2.2), then the optical reference geometry metric
has the form,

S S ^ (3.4)
9tt

The distance defined as half of the light round travel (global) time between two points A
and B agrees exactly with that formally obtained from (3.4),

[W . *V ox*!1

O.i —: :— I§, ds dt J
(3.5)

because the global time interval in which light signal goes one way from A to B always
equals the global time interval in which the signal goes one way from B to A, independently
on the distance between these points.

The name "optical reference geometry" for the metric Wju, should not suggest that
the metric is the same as previously discussed "optical geometries" or "optical coordinates"
[15 - 18]. From Synge's explanation in a footnote on page 86 of his textbook [15] it follows
that it is already an established tradition in general relativity to use this particular name for
different and unrelated concepts. In our case the name seems to be quite proper because in
the metric "'ji* the geodesic lines coincide with the spacelike projections of the light rays.
This can easily be seen from the Fermat principle which states that in static spacetimes
the light travel time tAB (measured in terms of the global time t) between two fixed points
A,B in 3-8pace is minima/ when light travels freely, i.e. along a null geodesic. (For the
most general formulation of the Fermat principle see [19]). On the spacetime path of a
light ray it is ds7 = 0 and therefore dt1 = dP. Thus, from the Fermat principle, Sjdt = 0,
it follows directly that

= 0 . (3.6)

This proves that the projections of light trajectories in space are also geodesic lines in the
optical reference geometry.

3.2 Directly projected geometry of 3-space

The construction of the directly projected 3-metrlc which follows from the general method
of Landau and Lifshitz [2] is based on the measurement of the proper time. The distance
between two infiniteiimalty dote observers B and A is defined as half of the light round
travel time T(B)BAB measured by B in terms of his proper time,

dllBA BAB- (3.7)

Landau and Lifshitz show that this experimental definition gives the directly projected
3-metric in the form which agrees with (1.1a). When tht global time coordinate given by
(2.2) then the directly projected metric ha* the form,

{df)' (3.8)

According to the Landau and Lifshits definition of distance in space, the condition dl*AB =
dl*BA is obeyed only locally, with accuracy to O1(dl*). For a pair of observers at a finite
distance,

'BA (3.9)

All possible experimental definition of length in the three dimensional space may be
based on the measurement of the light round travel time, with the time defined by a par-
ticular synchronization of the clocks. The clock synchronization is based on a prescription
dt' = f{xl,*2,x*)dt. In the case of the optical reference geometry / = 1, while in the case
of the directly projected metric / =

1 T T



3.3 Discussion

In order to clearly see formal and physical differences between the concept of length used
in the optical reference geometry and in the directly projected one let me shortly discuss
an example of Rindler's observers in Minkowski space.1 Following [14] let us consider
coordinate transformation in Minkowski spacetime,

t = Jfsinhr, i = Jfcoshr, y = Y, z = Z, (3.10)

from the usual i, x, y, x Mi&kowski coordinates. The new form of metric,

d*1 = X2dT* - dX1 - dY1 - dZa
t (3 .U)

is obviously static, and the observers with fixed X, Y, Z are obviously static observers.
However, their world lines In the usual Minkowski coordinates (, i , y, z are given by

x1 - t1 = X1 = const. (3 .12)

They correspond to a hyperbolic motion parallel to the z axis with constant proper accel-
eration a = I/A", and (not constant) velocity u = t/x and Lorentc factor T(«) — x/X.

The directly projected geometry of three space is identical with the "Minkowski 3-
space",

( 'V*=dif tg( l , 1, 1), (3.13)

while the optical reference geometry is given by

Lx*diag( l , 1 , 1 ) . (3.14)

Thus, for two infinitesimally close particles, with coordinate separation dX, the space
lengths between them according to the directly projected geometry, dl*, and according to
the optical reference geometry, dl, are

dlm=dX, < " = - J p (3.15)

From the point of view of Minkowski metric the distance between two particles with co-
ordinate separation dz which are at reii with respect to the usual coordinates 1, t, y, z is
dl = dx. If these particles move with a uniform velocity i> then due to LorenU contraction
it is dl(u) = dl/f(u). For the Rindler's observers with coordinate separation dX one has
a formally identical formula with dl{u) = dl* and u = t/x. Therefore, the definition of
length in the directly projected geometry agrees with that following from an instantaneous
Lorentc transformation between inertia] observers at rest, and inertial observers instanta-
neously comoving with the Rindler observers [14]. The same is not true for the definition

1 I am grateful to Sebastiano Soniego who pointed out to me the importance of Rindler's
observers in the present context.
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of length which follows from the optical reference geometry. This sometimes is taken as
an argument against physical correctness of the concept of length in the optical reference
geometry. It is important to realize, however, that the argument itself has no physical
content. Indeed, the fact that dl/-f(u) = dl* may be physically verified only if one can
perform imtantaneouily a measurement in two different points in space, which of course
is not possible.

The most important experimentally verifiable properties of distances and directions in
the optical reference geometry are:

Dtstanett. Single and direct experiment can measure distance JAB between any pair
of points A and 8 in space. Experimentally measured distance alwayi agrees exactly with
the geodesic distance defined formally by the metric. Experimentally measured distance
from A to B is always equal to experimentally measured distance from B to A.

Direction*. Experimentally defined (as 61 = 0) geodesic h'nes in optical reference
geometry coincide with light rays in space. Thus, also directions can be globally defined
by a simple optical experiment.

None of these properties holds for the directly projected metrics, or for any other
formally possible metric of three dimensional space corresponding to a static spacetime.

4. DYNAMICS IN THE OPTICAL REFERENCE GEOMETRY

I will start this Section with a short repetition of some results of my paper with Carter
and Lasota [1], where we discussed particles and photons dynamics in the optical reference
geometry. Following this discussion, let us now consider a particle with the rest mass m
and momentum P" in a static spacetime. Its energy is € = P°ija and its three momentum
in the optical reference geometry is,

P* = (wlP'. (4.1)

Let f" — {tft\)Fi denote the three force in the optical geometry and Vi the covariant
derivative in the optical geometry. The equation of motion may be written in the form

!(, (4-2)

(4.3)= j

With the time coordinate given by (4.2) it is (717) = git. In a weak gravitational field one
has

g,t « 1 + 2*, (4.4)

where $ is the gravitational potential. In this case G; = mV,t is the gravitational force.
If one interprets Gj as the gravitational force also in the general case, then the equation
of motion in the optical reference geometry is identical with the Newtonian formula which
describes "two dimensional dynamics" of particles (m / 0) and photons (m = 0, P' ^



0) moving on & fixed two dimensional surface with internal geometry wgn,. The only
difference is that now i,fc = 1,2.

This identity suggested me a rather surprising possibility for an elementary and purely
Newtonian (tic !) explanation why the centrifugal force my attract to the axis of rotation.1

Let us consider a two dimensional surface of revolution S given, in cylindrical coordinates
(r, z, <j>), by the equation t as z{r). In order to make our arguments transparent, let us
assume that in the three dimensional space the surface S lies above the plane t = 0 and
that S is tangent to this plane in the point O which thus is the "symmetry axis" of the
two dimensional surface S. The inner geometry of this surface hat the form,

fl + (£)' = dR1 (4-5)

where R is geodesic distance from the axis of symmetry O. Because of the axial symmetry
of the metric (4.5) a Killing vector J1 exists in it and

<* = VV, < « ) = r \ (4.6)

where V< is the covariant derivative in (4.5).

Consider a circle r = const. It has the circumferential radius r, the tangent vector
TJ = h/r, the geodesic curvature radius

n = r -== (4.7)

and the (outside pointing) first normal vector A4 with the only non «ero component

(S) dR\
(4.8)

In each situation similar to that familiar in Euclidean geometry \R) is positive, because
the vector Xt points in the direction oposite to the axis O. However, it is eaasy to see that
(with the assumed orientation of the surface S in the three dimensional space, the sign of
A(A) is the same as the sign of dz/dr. Thus, when dzdr < 0 then \R) is negative, i.e. the
outside oriented normal \i of the circles r = const points in the direction to the axis O.
At we shall see in a moment this is exactly the reason why centrilugal force may attract
to the axis.

1 Examples of very strange behaviour of the centrifugal force in gravitational field which
admits circular photon trajectories in space were found in my papers with Lasota [20, 21].
We treated them as amusing paradoxes. Later, with Carter, we found a formal explanation
of these paradoxes in terms of the optical reference geometry. The fact that relativistic
centrifugal force may attract to the axis was found in my paper with Prasanna [3|. As
far as I know nobody has noticed before that also in Newtonian dynamics the centrifugal
force may attract to the axis of rotation.
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Circles r = const with l/U = 0 coincide with geodesic lines. 1 will call it a geodesic
circle. Geodesic circles are located in places where the surface S is tangent (in the three
dimensional space) to cylinders dz/dr = oo coaxial with rotation axis. It is easy to see
that geodesic circles coincide also with circular free photon orbits. Indeed, the motion of a
photon with energy € and specific angular momentum (impact parameter) £ is given by,

«* = £-«,„ =£-£, (4.9)

where u is the radial velocity and W,// the effective potential. Thus, the condition for
a circular photon orbit, dU,ff/dR = 0, is equivalent to 1/71 = 0. Stable circular orbits
correspond to tPU€ff/dR* > 0, i.e. minima of the potential, while the unstable orbits
correspond to diUtff/dR* < 0, i.e. maxima of the potential. In a certain sense there
is an unstable circular photon orbit in the centre, JJ = 0, and a stable orbit at infinity,
R = oo. Note that A(fi) points in the direction towards the ttable circular photon orbits
and outwards the unttabk photon orbits.

Let us now consider a reference frame rotating, with uniform angular velocity ft,
around the symmetry axis O and a particle, with a mass m, which is at rest in this frame.
According to the conventional Newtonian definition, the centrifugal force, intrinsic to the
turface, which acts on the particle in the rotating frame has only the radial component
different from zero, and this component equals

I =£ Vt%~ (4.10)

where v = fir is the orbital speed of the particle measured in the rest frame. From the
above discussion I conclude that:

(a) No centrifugal forces act on a particle in a rotating frame if this particle moves in
the rest frame along a geodesic circle, coinciding with a circular photon trajectory.

(b) Centrifugal force repulses from unstable circular photon orbits (and rotation axis)
and it attracts toward the stable circular orbits (and infinity).

(c) These facts are due to the curvature of space.

(d) As it was discussed in details in [1, 3, 5), for exactly the tame geometrical reason
(a) and (b) are true also in general relativity.

The Newtonian model for the optical reference geometry introduced here shows clearly
that the strange behaviour of the centrifugal force if due to exlrintic, and not intrinsic,
curvature of space.* Indeed, when dz/dr = const the surface is either conical or cylindrical
and thus has Euclidean geometry (no intrinsic curvature). However, also in this case (a) is
still true for cylinders coaxial with the z axis. The two possibilities mentioned in (b), may
be realized on surfaces which is piecewise flat (cones, cylinders and a flat circular plate):

5 I am discussing details of the Newtonian model of the optical reference geometry in
a separate paper [22]. I explain there that also the gravitational force is connected to the
extrinsic curvature.

T T TT r



on cones which open toward the rotation an* 0, the circular force attracts toward the axis
of rotation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The optical reference geometry of the three dimensional apace can be physically es-
tablished by meant of simple optical experiments. This is because the optical reference
geometry has a unique property that geodesic lines in it coincide with light trajectories in
•pace. Because of this unique property the distance between two points in space is defined
in terms of a single measurement of the round travel time, and the directions are defined
in terms of a single measurement of the direction of photons arrival. Unlikely the case of
all other formally possible metric of three space, only in the optical reference geometry the
experiments which define the concepts of distance and direction are really operational -
can be done in practice. Only in the optical reference geometry the definition of lenngth
is self-consistent for points with a finite separation- In all other metrics, including the
directly projected geometry, one cannot experimentally measure distance between points
with finite separation.

Particle dynamics in the optical reference geometry directly corresponds to the New-
tonian dynamics on a fixed, curved two dimensional surface. This correspondence was
proved already to be very useful. In several recent papers the optical reference geometry
was used successfully to study dynamical behaviour of matter in a given static background
geometry. Thus, it seems, that the optical reference geometry deserves further attention.
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